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Introduction 
Advanced techniques in yoga practice

Hatha yoga text

Mudra refers to gesture and Bandha refers to lock

Specific and advanced mudras and bandhas mentioned in various texts of yoga = 25

Common mudras are present in daily life for communication, nritya mudras, upasana 
mudras and yoga mudras

Related to jain, buddhist and hindu tradition for rituals, meditation, worship and 
prayers

Significance of mudras and bandhas is equal to asana and pranayama 
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Purpose

➢ Awaken the kundalini shakti

➢ To train the mind for states of meditation

➢ Attainment of siddhis

➢ Well-being

➢ Spiritual growth
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Points to note
➢ Must be learnt from and practiced under competent guru

➢ The personal practice of mudras and bandhas must be kept confidential 

➢ Should attain perfection in asana and pranayama before practicing 

➢ Body should undergo cleansing (shatkarmas) before mudras and bandhas

➢ Best practised early morning 

➢ Empty stomach condition is a must

➢ Correct diet and lifestyle should be maintained

➢ The goal of the practice should not stop with the attainment of siddis
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Mudras and Bandhas as per Hatha Yoga Texts

1. Maha mudra (the great attitude)
2. Nabho mudra (sky attitude)
3. Kechari mudra (space gesture)
4. Mahabheda mudra (great piercing attitude)
5. Vipareetakarani mudra (inverted psychic attitude)
6. Yoni mudra (attitude of the source)
7. Vajroli mudra (thunderbolt attitude)
8. Shaktichalini mudra (attitude of moving the energy)
9. Tadagi mudra (water pot mudra)

10. Shambavi mudra (attitude for arousing super consciousness) 
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Mudras and Bandhas
11. Ashwini mudra (horse gesture)
12. Kaki mudra (crow gesture)
13. Matangini mudra (elephant gesture)
14. Pashinee mudra (nose gesture)
15. Manduki mudra (frog gesture)
16. Bhujangini mudra (serpent gesture)
17. Moola bandha (perineum lock)
18. Jalandhara bandha (throat lock)
19. Uddiyana bandha (abdominal lock)
20. Maha bandha (the great lock)
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History
➢ All these practices are from Tantra yoga

➢ Earlier, they were practiced with mantras

➢ Got popularised as hatha yoga as mudras and bandhas

➢ Natya Shastra* - an ancient text of art form compiled in the 500 BCE by Sage Bharata,  quotes- 

“Where the hand is, eyes follow, where the eyes go, mind follows, where the mind is, there is 

the feeling, where there is feeling, there is rasa (mood or taste or flavor)”. 

➢ This powerful quote emphasizes the role of holding a certain mudra while performing 

pranayama and yoga asanas.
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Why this practices are not popular ?
➢ Ancient view and modern view

➢ It should be done after perfection of asana, pranayama and shatkarma

➢ As mentioned, it should be done under the expert guidance of guru

➢ It should be kept as a secret practice to be done in complete seclusion

➢ It requires more knowledge, attention, awareness and patience

➢ People are not interested to sit for long time with one mudra

➢ Changes are not evident immediately unlike asana and pranayama

➢ Hatha yoga pradipika warns against potential dangers of doing it wrong 
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Mudra
Traditional understanding and references
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Philosophical Basis of Mudras
➢ According to Ayurveda, diseases are caused due to an 

imbalance of doshas in the body, which in turn is caused by 

lack or excess of any of the five basic elements.

➢ Five elements serves a specific and important function 

within the body.

➢ The fingers are essentially electrical circuits and pressing 

and releasing them may activate/deactivate subtle energies 

related to five elements (tanmatras). 

➢ The use of mudras adjusts the flow of energy – affecting the 

balance of air, fire, water, earth, ether – and facilitate 

balance of doshas.
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तस्मात ्सवर्वप्रयत्नेन प्रबोधयतुम ्ईश्वरीम ्।"
ब्रह्मद्वारमुखे सुप्तां मुद्राभ्यासं समाचरेत ्॥५॥

tasmat sarva-prayatnena prabodhayitum ishvarim |"

brahma-dvara-mukhe suptam mudrabhyasam samacharet ||5||

HYP 3:5

Therefore, the goddess (Kundalini) sleeping at the entrance of Brahma’s door 
should be constantly aroused with all the effort, by performing mudra thoroughly
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➢ Specific body position

➢ Can either be done independently or along with asana and pranayama

➢ Mudras are a combination of subtle physical movements which may alter mood, 

attitude and perception and deepen awareness and concentration.

➢ A mudra may involve the whole body can be done in combination with asana,  

pranayama, or bandha or it may be a simple hand position.
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➢ Awake the chakras and arouse kundalini shakti

➢ A mudra is a physical equivalent/representation of a mantra (Kumar et al., 2018)

➢ In hatha yoga, mudra is used for connecting two points of energy in our 

body.

➢ The pressure exerted by the interplay of fingers stimulates the peripheral 

nerve ending which, in turn, sends signals to the central nervous system to 

bring about the specific response, depending on the type of mudra 

performed
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Significance of mudra
➢ Mudras used in combination with pranayama 

enliven the flow of prana (subtle energy) in 

the body, thereby energizing different parts 

of the body.

➢ Pranic body: 72000 nadis (channels); 36000 

on the right half/36000 on the left half

➢ Prana is self-sustaining, dynamic and has 

ability to expand and contract by itself 

(Prashnopanishad)

➢ The fingers are essentially electrical circuits

➢ Correlated with acupuncture meridians of 

Chinese medicine
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Hastha
Janana mudra

Chin mudra
Yoni mudra

Bhairava mudra
Hridaya mudra

Mana
Shambhavi

Kechari
Bhujangini

Kaki
Shanmukhi

Kaya
Vipeeritha karini

Prana mudra
Yoga mudra

Tadagi mudra

Bandha
Maha mudra

Maha bheda mudra
Maha veda mudra

Adhara
Ashwini

Vajroli/Sahajoli

The 5 groups of yoga mudras
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Viparitakarani mudra
“ With the naval region above and the palate below, the 
sun is above, and the moon below. It is called vipareeta 
karani”   HPY - 3:79

➢ The moon emits its nectar (from between the eye 
brow) and due to the natural body process, it falls 
into the sun (solar plexus in navel region).

➢ By inverting the body, all the fluids flow back to the 
head without any force or pressure

➢ Viparitakarini retards ageing process (HYP)
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Limitations and benefits
➢ High BP

➢ Heart disease

➢ Hypoactive thyroid

➢ Stimulates the appetite and digestion

➢ Enhances the blood circulation to the brain

➢ Retards ageing
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Viparitakarani is a mudra or asana ?

Sarvangasana
Vipareeta karani
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Shambavi mudra
“With one pointed awareness and gaze between 

eye brows, unblinking, that verily is shambavi 

mudra”   HPY- 3:36

➢ To get into deeper states of meditation

➢ Kriya yoga

➢ Awakens the ajna chakra

➢ When you gaze at the eyebrow for an 

extended period, a small light appears

➢ It is a secret tantric practice
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Limitations and Benefits
➢ Glaucoma
➢ Diabetic retinopathy
➢ Cataract surgery

➢ Leads to control over mind and prana
➢ Develops concentration, mental stability and calm state of mind
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Ashwini mudra
“Contracting and relaxing the anal region 

repeatedly is called ashwini mudra”   

GS- 3:82-83

➢ It allows energy flow to move up from the 

bottom of spine

➢ Preparatory practice for moola bandha
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Limitations and Benefits
➢ Anal fistula/carcinoma

➢ Strengthens the anal muscles and alleviates the disorder of the rectum and 

reproductive organs

➢ Activates subtle energy flow 

➢ Enhances the functions of the intestines, helps remove constipation, sexual 

dysfunction
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Maha mudra
“Press the left heel to the perineum (or vagina), 

straighten the right leg, and then with the hands, 

take hold of the stretched foot”          

HYP 3:10

➢ Kriya yoga practice

➢ It involves asana, kumbhaka and bandha
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Limitations and benefits
➢ High BP and heart problems

➢ Should not be performed without prior purification of the body

➢ Should not be attempted without expert guidance

➢ The flow of ida and pingala nadis are balanced and sushumna is awakened

➢ Harmonizes all body function

➢ Brings about clarity of thought (HYP)
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Bandhas
The internal yogic locks
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➢ Bandha in sanskrit literally means lock, to tighten, to close off and block

➢ There are 4 main bandhas described in yogic texts

➢ Mula bandha - root lock

➢ Jalandhara bandha - throat lock

➢ Uddiyana bandha - lifting of the diaphragm lock

➢ Maha bandha - all the three locks at the same time
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Anatomy of bandhas
3 sphincters which can be contracted :-

➢ Mula bandha - anal sphincter

➢ Uddiyana bandha - sphincter of Oddi

➢ Jalndhara bandhas -upper esophageal 

sphincter
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Bandhas - Prana
➢ There are 5 major pranas in our body

○ Apana

○ Samana

○ Prana

○ Vyana

○ Udana

➢ We can improve the functioning of these 

pranas in the body
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➢ Bandhas are employed to gain control over energy system

➢ During the practice of bandha, the energy flow to a particular area of the body is blocked. 

This locks the prana (vital energy) in specific regions of the body. When the bandha is 

released, the energy floods with additional pressure throughout the body

➢ Bandhas work on pranayama kosa - just like we gain control over annamaya kosa with 

asana practice, by doing bandhas we can gain control over pranayama kosa
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Moola Bandha
“Pressing the perineum/vagina with heal and contracting 

the rectum so that the apana vayu moves upward is 

moola bandha”      

HYP3:61

➢ Practiced after ashwini mudra 
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Limitations and benefits
➢ Should not be practiced during menstruation

➢ Stimulates intestinal peristalsis and relieves constipation

➢ Retards ageing
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Uddiyana bandha
“Uddiyana bandha is so called by the yogis because 

through its practice the prana rises through the 

sushumna”           HYP - 3:55

➢ Best of all bandhas

➢ Must be practiced on empty stomach
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Limitations and benefits

➢ Colitis, stomach ulcers, high BP, heart disease, glaucoma and pregnancy

➢ Stimulates the digestive fire

➢ Stimulates the pancreas and liver

➢ Enhances efficacy of the lungs

➢ Enhances blood circulation throughout the body, and strengthens the 

internal organs
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Jalandhar Bandha
“Contracting the throat by bringing the chin to the 
chest is the bandha is called jalandhara” 

HYP - 3:70

➢ Throat lock
➢ Prevents fluid of bindu  from flowing below 

vishuddi
➢ May activate the higher centres of the brain
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Limitations and benefits 
➢ Cervical spondylosis, vertigo, high BP and heart disease

➢ Increases the blood flow to the thyroid and parathyroid glands

➢ Regulates body metabolism

➢ Relieves stress, anxiety and anger

➢ Develops concentration
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Maha Bandha

➢ Combination of all three bandhas

➢ Breath should be retained outside

➢ Should be done in order from above 

downwards

➢ Should not be attempted until the others 

have been mastered
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Limitations and benefits
➢ High and Low BP, heart conditions, stroke, hernia, stomach or intestinal 

ulcer, pregnancy

➢ Enhanced benefits of all three bandhas

➢ Affects the pineal gland and regulates the endocrine system

➢ Degenerative and ageing processes are slowed down

➢ Fully awakens prana in the main chakras

➢ Leads to merger of pranas, apana and samana in manipura chakras 
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Bandhas - chakras
➢ Bandhas stimulate the chakras by locking the energy 

around them

➢ Bandhas increase the flow of energy around the 

chakras

➢ When chakras are stimulated, the spread the pranas 

more efficiently throughout the body

➢ Results in physical and mental well being
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Research on 
Mudras and 

Bandhas
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Title and 
authors

Journal 
and year Details of study Parameters 

assessed Findings

Classification 
of 

Electrophotonic 
Images of 

Yogic Practice 
of Mudra 

through Neural 
Networks

Kotikalapudi 
Shiva Kumar et 

al., 2018

Int J Yoga 

Healthy controls (n=29)
Prana Mudra

10’ - day 1
15’ - day 2
20’ - day 3

Vs

Control (n=32)

Sitting and observing 
breathing

Electrophotonic 
imaging (EPI) 

significant 
difference btw 

control and mudra 
group

However, mudra 
should be 

practiced for more 
than 20 min to see 

good effect
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Title and 
authors Journal Details of study Parameters 

assessed Findings

Lung-specific 
yoga mudras 
on respiratory 

function in 
asthma 
patients

 Saravanan et 
al., 2019

National 
Journal of 
Physiolog

y, 
Pharmacy 

and 
Pharmacol

ogy

Patients with stable asthma
(n=25) 

lung specific mudras -5
everyday for 30 min and 5 
days a week for 6 weeks

Vs

Controls (n=25)
sitting with breathing

peak expiratory 
flow rate (PEFR), 
breath-holding 

time (BHT), 
Snider’s test (ST), 
expiratory blast 
test (EBT), and 

respiratory 
endurance test 

(RET)

Lung-specific 
mudras improved 

the respiratory 
efficiency in 
asthmatic

patients after 6 
weeks of mudra 

practice.
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Title and 
authors Journal Details of study Parameters 

assessed Findings

Effect of Mula 
Bandha Yoga 
in Mild Grade 
Pelvic Organ 
Prolapse: A 
Randomized 

Controlled Trial

Sweta et al., 
2018

Int J Yoga

Women with Pelvic organ 
prolapse (n=25)

Conventional treatment + 
Mulabandha yoga therapy
8-10 times/ 5-7 minutes and 

twice a day/12 weeks
Vs

Controls (n=25)
treatment as usual

Pelvic Floor 
Distress 

Inventory-20 
(PFDI-20) & 
Pelvic floor 

impact 
Questionnaire-7 

(PFIQ-7)

significant 
improvement in 

yoga group 
compared to 

control after 12 
weeks

But lower margin 
than expected. So 

more studies 
needed
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Title and authors Journal Details of study Parameters 
assessed Findings

Protective Role of 
Moolabandha 

While Practicing 
Bhastrika and 
Kapalabhati by 

Women 
Vulnerable to 

Bladder 
Dysfunction: A 

Preliminary 
Ultrasound Study

Pandit et al 2020

Int J 
Yoga

Women yoga teachers (n=15)

Bhastrika and Kapalabhati 
(20 and 120 strokes per 

cycle, respectively) 
maneuvers with and without 

applying Moolabandha

Ultrasound 
parameters 

Retrovesical 
angle (RVA) and 

posterior 
displacement 

(PD) and inferior 
displacement (ID) 

of urethra were 
assessed

Kapalabhati 
appeared to exert 
higher impact than 

Bhastrika and 
application of 
Moolabandha 

showed reduction 
in percentage 
value of all the 

variables.

who are already 
exposed to risk 
factors such as 

complicated labor 
and practice of 

power yoga
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Title and authors Journal Details of study Parameters 
assessed Findings

Effect of Moola 
Bandha 

(Perineum 
Contraction), A 
Yogic Lock on 

Cognitive 
Functions of 

College Students: 
An Exploratory 

Study

Sharma 2019

J Relig 
Health

Pre post study

Women students (n=23)

Moola bandha
 30 min a day (15 min in the 
morning and 15 min in the 

evening) 

for a period of 30 days

Cognitive tests
d2 attention, 
digits span 
forward and 

backward test, 
Stroop tasks, 

self-control scale, 
trail making test 

A and B 

significant 
improvement in all 
parameters after 

30 days



Conclusion 
➢ These are all advanced techniques mainly described in hatha yoga text

➢ It is preparatory practice for advanced meditation

➢ Must be done after asana, pranayama and shatkarmas

➢ Must be done under guidance of guru

➢ Links the brain to the body, stimulates endorphins, change the mood and increase 

vitality

➢ Redirects and balances the prana and strengthens the body and mind

➢ It influences the annamaya and pranayama kosa and enhances the manomaya kosa

➢ Research shows significant positive effects after regular practice of mudras and 

bandhas
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Mudra, provides bhadra to the body, shradha to the mind

Bandhas make life bindaas
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